An Update to a very
Happy Ending for
Vegaspigpets in Colorado’s Pigasus Sanctuary!
It’s now over 2 ½ months since myself and Yvonne, of Best Friends in Kanab, UT took Tobias (the baby
piglet) Maggie and Peyton to Pigasus Sanctuary in Mack, Colorado. Maggie and Peyton have had
quite an adventure, both pretty unsocial pigs, not aggressive, but certainly not what we think of as a
pigpet! They were quarantined and over time, tolerated each other, but never got to really “like” each
other! Then a big May storm came and blew their quarantine pen over! Both girls got out and thankful
to neighbors who let Sioux know they were out, Maggie was found at a ranch way up the hill! She’s
definitely the wanderer of the two, heading for the cow pastures, Sioux was able to coax her back with
a can of cookies! Peyton on the other hand was so scared she hid out in a ditch, where lots of snakes
like to live! She finally came back on her own due to the calling of dinner time and her own desire to
pig out! Because the temporary living quarters were not going to be adequate for obvious reasons,
Sioux decided to put them out in a community pen! It’s amazing what happened next! When the other
pigs came up to see who was joining them, Maggie stepped in to protect Peyton! As you know Peyton
was abused somehow and according to their vet, there are no bite wounds or scars from her “bashed
in head” so it was probably human abuse! Peyton is always hiding that side of her head as they aren’t
sure if she can see or hear well or even at all due to her injuries! She had no chance against the other
community pigs, but there came Maggie every time to protect her! They are finally settled and they
even sleep in the same house together now! Maggie is still doing her pacing, but always keeping a
watch on Peyton! As for Tobias (previously named Napoleon by the family who rescued him) he has
gained a few pounds (although he’s still runt-sized), went through his neuter like a trooper, and is
always with Sioux and Rocky! He even jumps onto the dishwasher door to help unload dishes, pulling
out all the silverware one at a time! I knew Tobias was special when I took him to Pigasus, even though
he was tiny and all bones, he would crawl up my pant leg to get on my lap! He would run like a tornado
through the house and then find someone to run up on! He does very good on a harness and leash,
and he is now the new “therapy piglet!” He loves all the kids and adults alike, taking in whatever
attention he can get! I couldn’t have asked for a better better outcome and would like to thank such a
wonderful family, Sioux & Rocky Robbins, who has helped and supported me from such a long, long
distance away! And for the pigs from Vegas who didn’t stand a chance... They will now have a
wonderful forever home! Now that’s a Happy Ending!
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